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About This Content

This optional upgrade is only for people who bought 3DMark before January 8, 2019.

To run these tests, you must have the Windows 10 October 2018 Update and a graphics card with drivers that support
Microsoft DirectX Raytracing. Please read the System Requirements section below before buying this upgrade.

Port Royal benchmark

3DMark Port Royal is the world’s first real-time ray tracing benchmark for gamers. It shows you how well your PC handles ray
tracing effects in real-time, a taste of what to expect from games in 2019. Use Port Royal to benchmark graphics cards that
support Microsoft DirectX Raytracing. Compare Port Royal benchmark scores to see how overclocking affects ray tracing
performance. Find your PC's performance limits with custom benchmark settings and detailed hardware monitoring charts.

3DMark Port Royal was developed with input from AMD, Intel, NVIDIA, and other leading technology companies. We worked
especially closely with Microsoft to create a first-class implementation of the DirectX Raytracing API.

Port Royal Stress Test

Check the reliability and stability of your system after buying or building a new PC, upgrading your graphics card or
overclocking your GPU. Stress testing can also identify faulty hardware and a need for better cooling.
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NVIDIA DLSS feature test

Deep Learning Super Sampling (DLSS) is an NVIDIA RTX technology that uses the power of deep learning and AI to improve
game performance while maintaining visual quality. This feature test helps you compare performance and image quality with

and without DLSS.
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As it is, this is a nice little experience. Only long enough to give a proof of concept to a nice set of game mechanics, where
about 40% of the game is the tutorial and the rest is using the abilities you were shown to solve puzzles with whatever ability
you like the most.

The graphics are not spectacular, but the art design is wonderfull and even if the controls are a little floaty (I often over jumped)
there is little frustration to be had; and it's free, so at the worst case scenario, you loose around hlf an hour at most.. This game
was amazing. The puzzles were a bit too hard sometimes, but they were solvable. The graphics are gorgeous.

And the story was absolutely amazing.

9/10. I've awaited this game for a whole year only for it to be beaten in 3 hours.
Those were the greatest 3h of my year and i would gladly buy the game a second time.
10/10 good indie game :)
There is a cool little story attached to it too!. It's a very nice game, I played it like for 1 hour, i thinks its a little bit confused on
the beginning and it would be good if you include a map to avoid cross again and again on the same place. But i really recomend
it because it's a new way on the puzzle games for the future, very nice game!. OH MY GOD I HATE THIS GAME! Now that I
have that out of the way. I've never been more\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off to have to play a
bonus chapter then this game. OK. Pros. Hackney B movie storyline. It makes sense considering the plot. Puzzles. Lots of
Puzzles. Puzzles you won't find in another HOG game. Fiendishly difficult puzzles.
The cons. Glitchs. Lots of emm. You clicked on that section and it closed out. If you come back you might be able to click on it
again. There will be nothing there of course. You'll just waste your time thinking you missed something. The clicking on the
thing basic gameplay of any of these types of games is a little wonky. So be prepared for that. Crap map. Only shows the basic
areas. NOT the parts of them. Not a huge hassel but a bit annoying. Lastly. THE #@R$@#@#$ PUZZLES. Some of them are
really good and make sense. SOME. Others? Well I hope you like randomly clicking on things with other things cause that's
what your doing for half this game. Need to get rid of a wall? Welp I better use my @#%$@#$@#$ Pirana on a stick to get rid
of it. I couldn't make that up if I tried. It would almost be a good game if it wern't for the glitches and puzzles. Also it's not
really a HOG. It more puzzles then HOG honestly. I honestly wish this was better but it's not. DO NOT BUY. If you get it for
free or in a bundle, fine. But don't get this game for itself. It's not worth it.. Felt like Xtreme GIII racing, but if you were using
the hoverbikes from Jet Moto. It's not bad, I was just hoping for it to be something more than it was.. Some fun wads for the
other best FPS ever made.. shimmering textures, no sound. Meh. The teddy bear got me But....meh.
I'd give it a no, but it's pretty awesome for $1.. 8.5/10

A great old-style CRPG; if you're a fan of the series a must-buy.. Would play it again just for the lift scenes. That, and the giant
red men. Campy gay fun in space, what more could you ask for?
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It took me 12 hours to complete the game and I found it enjoyable. I especially like how you get to choose different personality
traits for your MC. The writing is witty and there were times where I found myself laughing out loud. The main problem is that
throughout all the routes you go through the same daily activities everytime and that can get tedious. I ended up skipping a lot
after having romanced 2 different people. However the characters you can romance make up for it. I enjoyed all of them (but
one who I found boring even after his route) and I liked everyone's character design. There's a couple of surprise twists that I
didn't see coming. I recommend this game as a funny and relaxing otome/VN. It's got its flaws but the witty writing and fun
romancable characters make up for them by a long shot.. I knew I'd like this and I was right! Simple idea, a 3d roatable TD
game that is a time filler. A good number of maps (well 6) and upgrades at regular intervals. You get more achivements for
doing each map at different difficulties. THe controls are simple but if you don't figure it out then the tutorial is there with it all.
Would have paid full price but it was in a sale.... Really like this aircraft, thank you so much for making it!. Highly recommend
downloading Darthmod,
it makes the game so much better.

. I wanted to like this, but couldn't. Not scary at all, and the quality is just really bad.. The last true Rainbow Six when you
needed brains more than fingers to pull the trigger.. If you are going to do the From the Ashes DLC DO NOT START IT TILL
END GAME else the game will fail you for lacking money to make the town profitable, and they dont give you the option to
pause until your ready, and they dont tell you its gonna coast over 22K groshen just to break even.
and half the time they dont tell you that a quest is timed, so you go off and do other quests and fail others without understanding
why.
So many things i wish i knew BEFORE playing this game!. Fast paced local multiplayer fun for you and your friends!. Nice
photo collection!. It's beautiful, and Awesome.
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